
Passive Skills 40 

Chapter 40: Hunter the Main Tank 3 

“Do you want me to try the attributes of the boss first before we start? Just like what I did last night, 

pulling it out an attack once or twice. We will then be able to see the attributes of the boss.” 

Zhang Shan said to Storm of the World. 

The main thing was although this guardian boss’s name was exactly the same as the one he had fought 

before, the attributes might not be the same. If it was strengthened in the dungeon, even with his 

16,000 HP, he would not be able to take two hits. 

“Alright, let’s try it out with your previous method. We’ll talk about it after we test out its attributes.” 

Zhang Shan summoned the baby panda, controlled it to be the cannon fodder, and hit at the boss. The 

moment the baby fell, he immediately ran back. 

When he ran to the edge of the altar, the boss could not hit him, but he could attack the boss. After a 

few hits, the attributes of the boss could be seen. 

Demon Tribe Priest: level 20; HP 1,000,000; attack power 3,000; skill 1: Skyfire Meteor; skill 2: 

Immobilization; skill 3: Will of the Demon God; skill 4: Rain of Fire. 

Skyfire Meteor: lures a Skyfire to attack the target, increasing damage by 100%. 

Immobilization: cast a spell to immobilize the target, the target cannot move, attack, recover HP and 

magic points for 3 seconds. 

Will of the Demon God: as the representative of the Demon God in this world, the priest can summon a 

shadow of the Demon God to assist in the battle. 

Rain of Fire: cast a spell on a designated area, dealing 100% damage. Lasts for 5 seconds. Damage range: 

50 yards. 

Fortunately, the attributes and skills were the same as the one he had fought before. He could fight it. 

“F*ck, such a fierce boss is actually in a normal mode dungeon. Is there anyone who can beat the 

difficult mode and limit mode? 

“Yeah, it’s really insane. Fortunately, we should be able to beat it. Anyway, as long as we clear the 

dungeon, we’ll be able to complete the guild building mission. There’s no difficulty requirement.” 

“Boss, how should we fight? Please arrange.” 

Storm of the World did not stand on ceremony and directly said. 

“Now, let’s talk about the work distribution. This time, we’ll mainly rely on the Six Guan to tank the boss. 

The support will be divided into two groups. One group will heal Six Guan while the other group will wait 

for instructions from afar. Don’t be instantly killed by the boss’s ultimate skills.” 

“What about the rest of us? Shall we kill the boss together?” 



“The other long-ranged classes should try to stand aside. The boss’s Rain of Fire has a damage area of 50 

yards. It’s not even the full screen yet. As long as we stand apart enough, we can still save a few people.” 

“Boss, should we melee players go forward? The boss’s attack is too high. We can’t hold it off for even a 

moment.” 

“Melee players with Charge and Stun skills please count your numbers.” Storm of the World said after 

thinking for a while. 

One, two, three, four, five, six ... twelve. 

There were still a lot of big shots in the guild. A Charge or Stun skill book was worth 100,000 gold coins, 

yet 12 people had the skills. 

They didn’t drop many themselves, they had bought them through the auction house. They were filthy 

rich. 

“The 12 people are divided into three groups. After we start fighting the boss, one group of people will 

approach. If the boss immobilizes Six Guan, they will immediately use their skills to pull the aggro over. 

The other two groups will wait for instructions outside. If one group fails, the other two groups will go 

forward.” 

“So we are all cannon fodder?” 

“You should be grateful if you are qualified to be cannon fodder.” 

“Also, I would like to stress that the healers are under the most pressure this time. Six Guan only has 

16,000 HP. The boss’s damage is over 6,000. If it is a Critical Hit, it will be even higher. He can only take 

two hits at most, so we must keep his HP healthy.” 

“What are you afraid of? Anyway, he has two lives, he can still stand up after 10 seconds if he dies.” 

“Don’t count on his second life. Try to kill the boss without having Six Guan die. His Rebirth skill is 

reserved to prevent other accidents. It’s not in the calculation range.” 

“Oh yes, Six Guan, how much attack power do you have now after unsealing your artifact?” 

“Almost 3,000.” 

“What a freak, 3,000 is too much, I’m only around 300.” 1 

“I don’t dare to say anything as I’m below 300!” 

“Your attack power of 1,600 in the morning was able to deal over 600,000 damage to the boss within 

five minutes. Now that you have 3,000 attack power, coupled with your Attack Blessing, you’ll be able to 

deal a lot more damage. Everyone else will be able to deal some damage as well. Try to get rid of it 

within five minutes.” 

“Understood. The longer we drag this out, the more skills the boss will release. By then, everyone will be 

dead, and I also won’t be able to survive.” 

“Alright, get into position and attack the boss with Six Guan.” 



“Are you all in position? If you’re ready, I’ll go up. Support, pay attention to heal me.” 

“We’re in position.” 

“Don’t worry, Six Guan, go!” 

Zhang Shan did not let the baby panda go up to pull the boss. Baby panda could only take the boss’s 

damage once. If it could not take two hits, it would not be of much use. 

He set the pet mode to follow and attack. The baby panda would follow wherever he attacked. Although 

the baby panda’s DPS was not strong, it would be good if it could take more hits. 

He walked straight to the boss. When he reached the attack range, he fired a shot. Red damage 

appeared above the boss’s head. 

The first hit had the effect of Holy Strike. This was a good start. 

After the boss was attacked, it took two steps closer to Zhang Shan. A Skyfire Meteor landed, dealing 

close to 6,000 damage to Zhang Shan. The support behind him quickly helped him heal. 

Zhang Shan’s 100 points of defense had almost no effect against the boss’s attacks. The boss basically 

dealt full damage. 

When the boss got closer, it formed an attack mode with Zhang Shan, dealing damage to each other. 

However, Zhang Shan’s attack speed was much faster. When the boss used a skill, Zhang Shan could deal 

three damage. The spellcasting speed of the magic type was indeed slow. 1 

After Zhang Shan pulled the boss, the other long-ranged attacks also joined in the attack. The guild 

leader, Storm of the World, also joined in. 

Although their attack power was not high compared to Zhang Shan, the defense of the boss was also not 

good. Basically, each of them could deal more than 100 damage. 

With the accumulation of the advantage in numbers, the total damage was not much worse than Zhang 

Shan’s. 

With so many people attacking the boss together, coupled with Zhang Shan’s explosive damage, the 

boss’s HP was rapidly decreasing. It did not seem to be difficult to fight. 

In the beginning, everyone was able to focus on attacking. The boss did not use any other skills. 

... 

When the boss’s HP fell to 800,000, a red light suddenly landed on his body. 

He was immobilized by the boss. He could not move or attack. The support at the back could not heal 

him either. 

The key was that his HP was very low at this time. If he took another hit, he would be dead. 

In this critical moment, Blade of Storm used Charge to quickly pull the aggro. The boss returned with a 

Skyfire Meteor and took him down. 



The moment the boss took down Blade of Storm, Zhang Shan’s immobilization had been lifted. 

The boss’s immobilization only lasted for three seconds. As long as someone took over the aggro, it 

could save him. After all, the boss’s attack speed was not fast. 

“Well done, Blade of Storm!.” 

“Normal operation. In any case, I’m just a cannon fodder character.” 

“Melee group one pay attention. You have to act like Blade of Storm. When Six Guan is immobilized, 

quickly pull the aggro. Don’t delay for even a second. The boss should be casting Immobilization when 

Six Guan is low on health.” 

Storm of the World reminded the others worriedly. It was very dangerous just now. If Blade of Storm 

was just a second slower, Zhang Shan undoubtedly would have fallen. 

... 


